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Amino acids interactions within protein families are so optimized that the sole analysis of evo-
lutionary co-mutations can identify pairs of contacting residues. It is also known that evolution
conserves functional dynamics, i.e., the concerted motion or displacement of large protein regions or
domains. Is it, therefore, possible to use a pure sequence-based analysis to identify these dynamical
domains? To address this question, we introduce here a general co-evolutionary coupling analysis
strategy and apply it to a curated sequence database of hundreds of protein families. For most
families, the sequence-based method partitions amino acids into few clusters. When viewed in the
context of the native structure, these clusters have the signature characteristics of viable protein
domains: they are spatially separated but individually compact. They have a direct functional
bearings too, as shown for various reference cases. We conclude that even large-scale structural and
functionally-related properties can be recovered from inference methods applied to evolutionary-
related sequences. The method introduced here is available as a software package and web server
(http://spectrus.sissa.it/spectrus-evo_webserver).

Introduction

A powerful paradigm and organizing principle in molec-
ular biology is the flow of information from the chemical
composition to the biological functionality of proteins.
The flow is typically viewed as a chain of implications:
the protein sequence encodes for the structure, which, in
turn, underpins function.

Accordingly, much attention has been, and still is, paid
to the two relationships in the tripartite ladder: sequence-
structure and structure-function. These, however, have
mostly been treated as distinct problems, each to be ad-
dressed within its own conceptual framework, and with
ad hoc tools.

For instance, an increasingly credited mediator of
structure and biological function is the internal dynamics
of proteins. In fact, the secondary and higher-order or-
ganization of several enzymes endows them with innate
capabilities to sustain large-scale conformational changes
that are functionally oriented and can be excited by ther-
mal fluctuations or triggered by the binding of ligands
and effectors [1–17]. Our current understanding of these
mechanisms has been much shaped by single-molecule ex-
periments that have provided vivid and quantitative de-
scriptions of the dynamical basis of protein function [18–
22]. Computational and theoretical approaches, from
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [23–25]
to coarse-grained elastic networks [26–28], have also pro-
vided a detailed understanding of how the structural ar-
chitecture reverberates in the internal dynamics. These
approaches have clarified that the structural changes that
accompany and assist function can be well captured by
only few collective degrees of freedom, including those
resulting from the relative movement of quasi-rigid (dy-

namical) domains [29–32].

Likewise, the theoretical exploration of the sequence-
structure relationship [33, 34] has also been devoted to
devise methods for predicting the structure of a protein
from sequence alone [35–37], with recent methodological
breakthroughs due to the application of statistical in-
ference techniques to the analysis of multiple sequence
alignments. Correlated substitutions can help identify
those sites that host co-evolving mutations and these, in
turn, are an indicator of spatial proximity [38–46].

The natural question posed by these parallel, separate
advancements in the sequence-structure and structure-
function realms is whether or not it is at all feasible to
establish a more direct connection between them [47].
In particular, one may ask whether coevolutionary cou-
plings inferred from multiple sequence analysis can be re-
lated to functional properties in a seamless manner, that
is without relying on the prior knowledge of the structure.

To our knowledge, this overarching question has been
addressed in few studies tackling it in specific con-
texts [48–58], but not yet in a general manner.

Here, motivated by these studies and especially by the
protein sector analysis of ref. [49], we carry out a first sys-
tematic characterization of the sequence → function re-
lationship, by using sequence-based coevolutionary data
to infer dynamical/functional domains whose organiza-
tion has been conserved along evolution. We term such
fundamental units “evolutionary domains”.

Specifically, we first survey the coevolution-based pro-
filing of functional domains for a previously-annotated
set of about 800 multiple sequence alignments [43]. From
this extensive survey we find that domains inferred from
the sole sequence-based, coevolutionary analysis are com-
pact in space and well consistent with the dynamical, or
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quasi-rigid domains inferred from the analysis of small
and large-scale structural fluctuations. After this gen-
eral, database-wide application, we next move to a more
in-depth discussion of a biophysically-relevant case of
three distinct subfamilies of the ion channels superfam-
ily [59]. We show how the same structural template,
inherited from a common ancestor gene, can give rise
to distinct sets of evolutionary domains, thus recapitu-
lating the major functional differences observed for the
three subfamilies, demonstrating the relevance of the
method for comparative analysis even in presence of few
sequences.

Results and Discussion

Our goal is to use extensive sets of mutual statistical de-
pendencies in the patterns of mutations within a protein
family, to identify groups of residues that have arguably
evolved concertedly because of structural and functional
constraints. We refer to these groups or clusters of amino
acids as evolutionary domains (EDs). To devise an “evo-
lutionary informed” criterion for such clustering purpose,
we introduce a similarity or proximity measure between
residues based on the pairwise correlations identified in
multiple sequence alignments (MSA). The subdivision of
a sequence in multiple EDs is then the result of a clus-
tering procedure, the spectral clustering, which returns
an optimal set of densely connected groups.

From correlated mutations to evolutionary domains

We adopt a clustering strategy similar to that used in
SPECTRUS [32], an algorithm to efficiently determine
dynamical, quasi-rigid domains in protein complexes. In
that case, the similarity measure was derived from reside-
residue distance fluctuations and the clustering produced
a hierarchy of subdivisions grouping together spatially
compact residues sharing a common overall motion pat-
tern.

Here we start from an MSA and the corresponding ma-
trix of statistical couplings, J, calculated with one of the
available coevolutionary analysis methods. Our method
of choice for this step is the plmDCA approach described
in ref. [43]; we discuss other methods, such as gplmDCA
and plmDCA20, in SI to show that the definition of EDs
is robust and does not depend on the approximation cho-
sen to perform the statistical inference. We interpret
each statistical coupling Jij as a measure of evolutionary
proximity between residues i and j and use this identi-
fication to generate a similarity matrix S, to be used in
a clustering algorithm (see workflow in Fig. 1a). In par-
ticular, these similarities are used to generate a sparse,
undirected graph G(V,E), in which the vertices V cor-
respond to the residues and the (weighted) edges E are
given by the matrix elements Sij . Additionally, among

the edges connected with each vertex, we retain only the
top k = 7 strongest couplings, and then symmetrize the
graph. The neighbour-restriction criterion ensures the
robustness of the subsequent clustering, which is per-
formed with a spectral clustering scheme [60], see Meth-
ods for more details. Finally a quality score, function of
the number of clusters Q, is used to identify the most
meaningful subdivisions, which are then taken to define
the EDs.

A test case: adenylate kinase

To illustrate and validate the sequence-based ED de-
composition, we first apply it to Escherichia coli adeny-
late kinase (PDBID: 4AKE), a standard benchmark for
domain partitioning methods. The results are given in
Fig. 1b. The quality score profile indicates that the best
sequence-based partitionings are found for Q = 3, 6 and
9 domains, some of which are shown in Fig. 1b. We note
that the EDs correspond to regions that are compact
from the structural point of view, in a non-trivial way,
involving specific secondary motifs and tertiary contacts.

This is a notable and intriguing result because the sub-
divisions are exclusively based on sequence, with no input
about spatial organization. Therefore this compactness
suggests that EDs might highlight those structural mod-
ules whose integrity was preserved along evolution. The
division into 3 clusters is in this respects instructive as
it appears consistent with the functional role of the two
lateral flaps of the kinase, which are the binding sites
for ATP (domain in red) and AMP (in gray) for the re-
versible catalysis of ADP.

To further clarify this point, we compared the EDs to
the dynamical domains (DDs) resulting from a decompo-
sition of adenylate kinase into quasi-rigid domains [32].
For this purpose we analyzed the conformers explored
during two long molecular dynamics simulations started
from either the open or the closed state. The DDs, which
are inherently structure-based, are shown in Fig. 1b. De-
spite the very diverse nature of the input data, the corre-
spondence between EDs and DDs is apparent at all levels
of spatial resolution. Indeed, even the finest partitioning
(Q = 9, Fig. S1) provides consistent decompositions in
the two cases and highlights structural elements that are
arguably crucial for the protein dynamics.

Database-wide survey

For a more systematic characterization of the EDs, we
extended the analysis to a dataset of 813 multiple se-
quence alignments compiled by Feinauer et al. [43]. This
set is largely based on Pfam families [61] and was chosen
for several reasons. First, it gives a comprehensive cov-
erage of protein lengths, from 30 to 500 amino acids and
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Figure 1. Left: schematic illustration of the steps performed for identifying the groups of coevolving residues (EDs: evolutionary
domains) from a protein multiple sequence alignment. Right: analysis of the emblematic case of adenylate kinase. The
evolutionary partitioning is contrasted with the subdivisions into quasi-rigid, dynamical domains obtained from the analysis of
an MD simulation with the SPECTRUS webserver [32]. For the main sequence- and dynamics-based subdivisions, characterized
by a high quality score, two color-coded representations, on the protein structure and on its sequence, are provided.

number of sequences contained in the MSAs, from 16 to
65,000. Second, a reference PDB structure is available
for each of the MSAs. The availability of these struc-
tural representatives, while not needed as input for the
ED analysis (which is sequence-based only), is required
for assessing a posteriori the spatial compactness of the
EDs and their relationship with quasi-rigid or dynamical
domains.

Clustering Propensity and Community Structure of the
Network of Couplings

As a preliminary study, we first investigated if the in-
put network of statistical couplings Jij , obtained from
coevolutionary analysis, exhibits an intrinsic propensity
to be densely organized and, thus, to be clustered. Start-
ing from a similarity graph Gk(V,E) of each MSA, in
which only the k strongest couplings are retained, it is
possible to evaluate this propensity by calculating the
weighted clustering coefficient C of the graph [62] and
using a corresponding randomized graph as a reference
(∆C = C − Crand). This quantity measures the proba-
bility that two neighbors of a vertex are also connected
between themselves. As described in detail in the Meth-
ods section, this measure proves useful also to choose the
optimal values of k, since, especially for MSA containing
a large number of sequences, the different graphs show
usually a maximum in the clustering coefficient at k = 7.

Importantly, the MSA size (calculated as effective num-
ber of sequences, Neff

seq , i.e. the number of sequences in
the set whose maximum mutual identity is 90%) crucially
affects the clustering propensity of the similarity graph,
as clarified by the strong correlation between these two
quantities shown in Fig. S4. Thus, when a large dataset
is available and the reconstruction of the network of cou-
plings is most reliable, the latter shows a high tendency to
cluster and an unambiguous number of “relevant” neigh-
bors (k = 7), which is indicative of an inherent collective
organization of the coevolution patterns. This differs sig-
nificantly from the contact prediction problem, for which
the number of neighbors to keep in order to maximize the
true discovery rate is, on average, one per residue [41–
43]. Strikingly, this number coincides with the average
structural neighbors surrounding each residue in protein
structures (6.75±0.04, calculated on the PDB structures
of this dataset using a Cβ-Cβ distance threshold of 8.5
Åas in [43]).

Compactness of Evolutionary Domains

We then evaluated the spatial compactness of EDs for
the 813 MSAs, to ascertain if the communities identified
in the network of couplings are also structurally local-
ized. This property is summarized by the quantity Ω,
which is based on the number of residues that are spa-
tially isolated, i.e. with a Cα-Cα distance larger than
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10 Å from any other residue of the cluster (see Methods
for details). We thus analyzed the entire dataset using
two distinct summary statistics: i) the compactness of
each MSA averaged over all the possible partitionings,
i.e. from Q = 2 to Q = 10, 〈Ωα〉Q (Fig. 2, S5 and S6);
ii) the average compactness of a partition characterized
by Q clusters (averaged over the distinct MSAs), 〈ΩQ〉α
(Fig. S7).

The average data in Fig. 2, as well as in Fig. S5 and
S6, indicate that throughout a wide range of subdivisions,
the EDs for the various MSAs retain a very good degree
of compactness. The distribution in Fig. 2a is, in fact,
clearly skewed toward 1, and the median value is as large
as 0.99. It is also noteworthy that, for a given protein,
the degree of spatial compactness is almost constant upon
increasing the number of subdivisions, see Fig. S7. This
means that the method identifies structurally meaningful
subdivision for several levels of coarse graining, from low
to high resolution.

As for the clustering coefficient, the plot in Fig. 2b
highlights the correlation between the compactness and
the number of sequences in the MSA. It is seen that the
lowest (though still high) degree of compactness are typ-
ically found for MSAs with only 300 sequences or less.
We interpret this result as an indirect indication that,
when less than 300 sequences are used to infer the cou-
plings, the network is not reliably reconstructed and con-
sequently the ED subdivisions are less compact.

To illustrate the concepts discussed above within the
context of selected protein structures, we show in Fig. 2c-
e few examples of ED subdivisions.

The example in Fig. 2c corresponds to a MSA with a
large pool of sequences (14,080) and an average compact-
ness 〈Ω〉Q = 0.98. The structure shown in the figure is
the representative PDB entry 1NE2 and the subdivision
corresponds to the optimal partitioning (Q = 7). Its high
degree of compactness, Ω = 0.99, is readily perceived by
inspecting the subdivisions that, with the sole exception
of a terminal residue, are visibly compact along the pri-
mary sequence and in space too. The other two examples
in Fig. 2d-e pertain to two distinct instances whose av-
erage compactness is about 0.8, i.e. on the low side of
the distribution. The first instance is for the Ebola vi-
ral protein 35, represented by PDB entry 3L28, which
has the least numerous MSA in the data set, involving
9 sequences only. For this limiting case with very poor
statistics, the shown optimal subdivision presents a no-
ticeable fragmentation for each of the Q = 6 domains.
The other case is arguably a more interesting outlier, be-
cause it corresponds to one of the most numerous MSAs.
Specifically, it corresponds to the transcription factor
IIIA (TFIIIA), a Cys2His2 zinc finger protein involved
in nucleic acid recognition and regulation [63]. The two
structures in Fig. 2e pertain to the fingers 4-6, in the
free state [64] (2J7J), and bound to 5S rRNA 55mer [65]
(2HGH), the latter having two more residues in the C-

terminus. The optimal partitioning involves Q = 3 EDs.
When such subdivision is applied to the apo structure of
the zinc finger, it appears fragmented due to the mutual
interspersing of stretches assigned to different domains.
In contrast to the previous case in Fig. 2d, however, the
residues belonging to the three domains are not randomly
distributed and show a well-defined structural organiza-
tion. Specifically, the partitioning of a single zinc finger
is repeated identically for all the three motifs. Indeed,
when the same subdivision is applied to the RNA bound
form in Fig. 2e, one sees that the domains acquire a more
meaningful spatial organization. In fact: (i) the red do-
main defines the binding site formed by two cysteines on
the β-hairpin and two histidines in the helix (highlighted
in the apo form in yellow and cyan, respectively) that co-
ordinate the zinc ions crucial to stabilize the fold [65]; (ii)
the white domain sustains and locks the hairpin onto the
helix (note the facing white residues, consistently present
in all three helices); and, finally, (iii) the remaining blue
part of the helix (referred to as “recognition helix”) con-
tains residues forming sequence-specific contacts with the
groove of the nucleic acid.

It is therefore remarkable, and intriguing, that the
fragmented nature of this outlier is accidental, since the
divisions acquire a clearer—and functionally-oriented—
meaning when viewed in the context of the holo form.
This further underscores the functional significance of
EDs based on the MSA analysis.

Correlation with Dynamical Domains

Motivated by these observations, we undertook a sys-
tematic comparison of the EDs and the quasi-rigid (or
dynamical) domains (DDs) for each of the 813 MSAs.
Specifically, the DDs were obtained by an elastic net-
work (ENM) analysis [66, 67] of the reference structure
for each MSA [32]. The structure-based character of the
DD analysis is an apt complement of the sequence-based
one of EDs. This duality makes the comparison partic-
ularly interesting and relevant for framing the sequence
→ structure → function relationships.

The overlap of the two types of domain subdivisions
was measured in terms of the adjusted mutual informa-
tion (AMI), which allows for a straightforward assess-
ment of the statistical significance of the subdivisions
overlap, see Methods.

To better illustrate the correspondence of the EDs and
DDs, which we recall are established respectively using
sequence- and structure-based features, and to give an
immediate meaning to the AMI value, we discuss here
two examples, the SbmC protein and the ABC trans-
porter. Fig. 3a shows the SbmC protein (PDB code
1JYH, Neff

seq = 3707) for which the Q = 4 ED decompo-
sition overlaps almost perfectly with the dynamical one
(AMI=0.8), grouping together not only secondary struc-
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Figure 2. (a) Histogram of the average structural compactness 〈Ω〉Q over the MSA dataset. (b) Scatter plot of the ED
structural compactness Ω for each single MSA α, averaged over the subdivisions into Q = 2, . . . , 10 domains, vs the MSA
size. (c-e) Structural representation of three notable examples of ED decompositions highlighted in (b). (e) Views of the
Transcription factor IIIA (PDBID: 2HGH), in the apo form and in complex with a 5S rRNA 55mer.

ture elements but also tertiary contacts. It is interest-
ing to note that, as in Fig. 1b, the two clusterings share
similar patterns for the quality score, and that all the
subdivisions display a relatively large AMI. Also for the
example in Fig. 3b (ABC transporter, PDB code 2ONK,
Neff
seq = 17503), a consistent overlap between EDs and

DDs is observed at all levels of protein subdivision. In
particular we note that also the lowest AMI value of 0.5
(for Q = 4) shows already a highly satisfactory agree-
ment between the two partitionings. In Fig. 3c we extend
the analysis to the entire database, analyzing, for each
dataset, both the largest AMI (AMImax) and the average
one (〈AMI〉Q) over the interval Q = 2, . . . , 10. We ob-
serve again a strong dependence on Neff

seq : for MSAs with
500 sequences or more, the average values for AMImax
and 〈AMI〉Q are 0.62 and 0.47, compared to the cor-
responding values of 0.49 and 0.35 when Neff

seq < 500,
respectively.

The remarkable overlap between EDs and DDs at all
levels of subdivision suggests that our clustering ap-
proach captures all the relevant topological features of
the network of statistical dependencies and thus consti-
tutes a potentially powerful tool to investigate, for in-
stance, the sequence determinants of functional differen-
tiation within a given protein architecture. In this com-

parative scenario, the small number of sequences avail-
able for each functional group does not allow a reliable
quantitative estimation of the coevolutionary couplings;
however, thanks to their robustness, EDs can be confi-
dently defined and compared across distinct phylogenetic
groups.

Case Study: Comparative Analysis Across the 6TM
Family of Ion Channels

We conclude by applying the ED analysis to a spe-
cific class of ion channels, the six-transmembrane-helices
(6TM) superfamily, for which the sequence-function re-
lationship has been actively investigated in a number of
seminal studies [68].

For definiteness we focus on three different 6TM
families: the voltage-gated potassium-selective chan-
nel (Kv, PDB code 2R9R [69]), the bacterial voltage-
gated sodium-selective channel (BacNav, 4EKW [70])
and transient receptor potential (TRP, 3J5P [71]) chan-
nels. These families are characterized by a strictly con-
served tetrameric architecture. The latter is shown in
Fig. 4a where different colors are used to highlight the
main functional domains, including the four-helix bun-
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Figure 3. (a-b) Evolutionary (ED) and dynamical (DD) domain decompositions of a SbmC protein (PDB ID: 1JYH:A) and an
ABC transporter permease protein (PDB ID: 2ONK:C). (c) Scatter plots of the maximum (left) and average (right) adjusted
mutual information, over the domain number Q, with the dynamical decompositions, as a function of the effective MSA size.

dle voltage sensor domain (VSD) and the pore of the ion
conduction pathway, which involves two trans-membrane
helices and the linking reentrant pore, containing the se-
lectivity filter.

This single structural template inherited from an an-
cestor gene has enabled, through differentiation, an ex-
plosion of functional variability. Channels in the 6TM
class, in fact are involved, for instance, in reporting
noxious environmental conditions, in shaping the neu-
ronal action potential and in syncing the beating of the
heart [59]. Since all these channels share the same ar-
chitecture, different decompositions in EDs in different
phylogentic groups likely reflect distinct functional rather
than structural aspects [51, 52].

We analyzed the MSAs for the three families based on
a pool of ∼ 800 sequences, each with 200 positions [72]
from which we omitted the highly gapped regions of the
alignments (typically occurring in loops between the six
trans-membrane helices). Although the dataset that we

used is the most comprehensive available at the moment,
its size is clearly limited by comparison to the much bet-
ter populated cases discussed in the previous sections,
showing a pretty low ∆C (see Fig. S10). To ensure a
robust analysis, we decided to decompose the graph cor-
responding to the maximum ∆C for each MSA.

In Fig. 4b we report various subdivisions for the Kv
family for increasing numbers of domains (see Fig. S11
for quality score). The subdivision for Q = 2 is already
unexpectedly informative, since the the fourth helix of
the VSD (called S4) and its facing residues, are associated
with the pore domain rather than the rest of the VSD.
This is an intriguing result because the aforementioned
classic subdivision into structural domains would have
kept these elements apart.

From a functional point of view, however, the
sequence-based subdivision of the primary (Q = 2) EDs
is meaningful. In fact, it agrees with the strong mechan-
ical coupling between the pore region and S4 [73–75].
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We recall that the latter contains the positive residues
(yellow spheres in Fig. 4b) that sense trans-membrane
potential variations and determine the movement of this
helix across the membrane; this movement is, in turn,
transmitted to the pore domain for gating.

The division into Q = 4 EDs, in Fig. 4c, picks up fur-
ther functional features. One domain largely corresponds
to the selectivity region, formed by all the residues lining
the narrow and highly conductive ion pathway (in yel-
low), another is associated to the gating region (red) and
the other two comprise respectively the internal and ex-
ternal residues of the VSD. It is notable that a different
domain assignment is found for the two faces of the pore
helix, with the upper one sustaining the selectivity filter
and the lower one contacting the gating domain.

As anticipated in the previous sections, this Kv exam-
ple is also particularly instructive of the multi-level de-
scription that EDs can provide about the various protein
features. Finer subdivisions (Q = 6) mostly return the
basic structural elements of the system. In this subdivi-
sion the pore and the voltage sensor regions are mostly
assigned to different EDs, with the exception of the ex-
tracellular portion of the channel (highlighted in blue in
Fig. 4d-e) which still bridges between the two. When
viewed in the context of the channel tetramer, it ap-
pears natural to speculate that this region is instrumen-
tal for the signal propagation between the loops of the
voltage-sensing and the pore domains, which can indeed
be modulated by external stimuli, like ligand binding.
We accordingly surmise that amino acids in this region
are genuinely evolutionary-related for functional reasons.

Further elements regarding the functional role of EDs
emerge from the comparison of Kv, BacNav and TRP
subdivisions, which are given in Fig. 5 and are further
detailed in Fig. S11.

The comparison between Kv and BacNav (another
tetrameric voltage-gated family, selective for sodium) re-
flects how the functional constraints shaped these two
families along evolution, in an almost superimposable
way. In fact, the S4 helix segregates with the lower part
of the pore and together form the “gating domain” (in
red). Similarly the reentrant pore helix is splitted into
the upper and lower faces, sustaining the selectivity do-
main (in yellow), and the rest of VSD is grouped into
internal and external residues.

The organization of EDs for TRP channels is instead
totally different. Indeed this channel family, identified
only in Eukaryota, has distinct characteristics with re-
spect the other ones. Specifically, it is a non-selective
cation channel gated by a variety of stimuli, such as tem-
perature, pH and ligands binding [76–79]. In particular
these channels have been shown to possess two different
gating regions [71, 80], which are indeed well-captured by
the ED decomposition. The division of S4 is compelling
in this respect since it is consistent with the lack of the
dynamical role that, instead, characterizes it in voltage-

gated ion channels: only the C-terminal residues are as-
sociated with the gating domain (in red). The upper part
of S4 is instead longitudinally sectioned, with the inter-
nal residues all grouped with the upper part of the rest of
the VSD. The external part of S4 belongs to the extended
yellow domain: the latter represents effectively a second
upper gating domain, as suggested in [71, 80]. Remark-
ably, the yellow cavity determined by the two pore helices
and the external part of S4 correspond exactly to the lo-
cation of the vannilloid pocket [80–84], which represents
the main intracellular binding site for the activators of
these channels.

Conclusions

Patterns of correlated mutations in a multiple sequence
alignment can be used to reveal a set of pairwise sta-
tistical interactions that are often informative about the
possible spatial proximity between the residues involved.
Strikingly, we showed that this network of couplings has
a peculiar structure with large communities of residues
that are more connected among themselves than with the
rest of the sequence. Thus, beyond compensatory muta-
tions involving pairs of contacting residues, entire groups
of proteins residues appear to evolve in a concerted fash-
ion. We characterized these communities, that we term
evolutionary domains (EDs), by interpreting the statis-
tical couplings as a measure of evolutionary proximity
between residues. To this end, we used an efficient clus-
tering framework, namely spectral clustering. When an-
alyzed in the context of the protein structure, these cou-
plings show an innate tendency to segregate into spatially
localized and compact groups. We explored the possible
biological meaning of these subdivisions, contrasting EDs
with the dynamical, quasi-rigid domains identified by a
recently introduced approach [32]. We found a large over-
lap between the two decompositions. Remarkably, the
fact that the two clustering approaches provide consis-
tent results for both small and large number of clusters
is a strong indication that the method is accurate for a
wide range of “spatial resolutions”: it highlights global
functionally-oriented features when few large clusters are
considered and it characterizes in details the local struc-
ture when a large number of clusters are analyzed. There-
fore, even when the structure is unknown, our approach
provides valuable information concerning both structure
and function. In these cases, detecting the hierarchical
organization in domains can represent a crucial initial
step for any structural modeling with an atomistic level
of detail. Even more interesting is the perspective of us-
ing this approach to engineer existing proteins: transfer-
ring EDs across proteins sharing the same architecture
might enable de novo design of protein chimeras with
novel biological properties.

Finally, despite the fact that DCA analysis depends
crucially on the effective number of sequences used for
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the statistical inference, we observe robust and consistent
results even for few hundreds of sequences. Thus EDs,
and therefore the topology of the network of coevolution-
ary couplings, are more robust with respect to the sam-
ple size than coevolutionary coupling strengths [42, 43].
Importantly, this aspect widens de facto the scope of ap-
plicability of these inference methods beyond those cases
for which thousands of sequences are available. In par-
ticular, this enables comparative studies in which ho-
mologous subfamilies, rather than the entire group, are
studied separately with the ultimate goal of highlighting
the functionally features distinctive of each subgroup, as
shown here for the challenging case of ion channels.

Material and Methods

The analysis described in this paper, and illustrated in
Fig. 1a, is based on the interpretation of statistical cou-
plings Jij , obtained by direct coupling analysis (DCA)
of a protein MSA, as a measure of evolutionary proxim-
ity between residues i and j. Such similarity measure is
then processed by a spectral clustering algorithm, which
returns the most meaningful partitioning of the sequence
into an optimal number of domains. The high robustness
of the results has been investigated contrasting the sub-
divisions between three different DCA approaches and
with respect to the dataset size (number of sequences).

Direct coupling analysis

This term indicates a family of methods to predict con-
tacts between amino acid pairs from the analysis of cor-
related mutations between sequence positions in a MSA.

The main characteristic of this analysis is the idea of
disentangling direct from indirect couplings between se-
quence positions. By using a global statistical approach,
in fact, it is possible to recognize the cases in which a high
correlation between two residues is due to the fact that
both of them depends statistically from a third variable.

A common starting point of these methods [40, 85]
consists in considering each sequence si of a MSA as one
of the possible realizations from a probability distribution
described by a Potts model:

PPotts(s) =
e−HPotts(s)

Z
,

HPotts(s) = −
∑
i<j

Jij(si, sj)−
∑
i

hi(si).
(1)

Each entry of the sequence si can take on one of 21 sym-
bols, corresponding to the 20 amino acid types (A, R,
N, . . . ), plus the gap symbol (-). The unknown param-
eters of the model, namely the couplings hi(si) ∈ R21

and Jij(si, sj) ∈ R21×21, are then inferred based on a
principle of maximum likelihood. The Frobenius norm of
couplings ||Jij(si, sj)||, is finally taken as an estimate of

the strength of the correlation between the two positions
i and j on the sequence.

The problem of inverting this Potts model has been
addressed in many ways [40–42]. In this paper, we re-
ferred to the pseudo-likelihood minimization approach
(plmDCA) described in [86]. In recent years, this method
has been further improved by including corrections aimed
to cure the problem of mispredictions in presence of long
stretches of gaps in the MSA sequences. In our dis-
cussion we considered two modifications to the original
plmDCA scheme, introduced in [43], namely gplmDCA
(gap-enhanced plmDCA) and plmDCA20. The former
approach takes into account the effect of gap-rich se-
quence positions by including additional parameters in
the Potts model; the latter simply excludes the contri-
bution of the gap term when computing the Frobenius
norm.

The dataset

For our analysis we used the extensive dataset of 813
MSAs compiled in [43]. These alignments were com-
puted by using the homology detection method HH-
blits [87] starting from the sequence of a target PDB
structure, and are characterized by a heterogeneous num-
ber of sequences (16–65535) and positions (30–494). The
database was specifically aimed at testing the contact
prediction capability of DCA methods. The relative
structures have been used here a posteriori to exam-
ine the structural and dynamical characteristics of EDs
that we infer on the basis of the MSA information only.
For constructing the MSA for adenylate kinase we use
the same approach described in [43]. Finally, the three
ion-channel MSAs were the same produced and analyzed
in [72].

Spectral clustering

The clustering strategy adopted in this context is
the spectral clustering algorithm, described for instance
in [88]. This algorithm takes in input a matrix of pair-
wise similarities Sij between the elements to be clustered
and returns a set of subdivisions into a variable number of
clusters Q = Qmin, . . . , Qmax. This is done by performing
a nonlinear mapping of the original data into a space of
reduced dimensionality, where the strongest local similar-
ity relationships between the elements are enhanced over
the weakest ones, regardless of the global arrangement of
the elements. Such dimensionality-reduction approach
closely resembles the operation of finding the metastable
states of a random walk, defined by a transition probabil-
ities matrix [60, 89]. As it is often the case in clustering
schemes, the optimal number of subdivisions, or domains,
is generally not known a priori. Therefore first we iden-
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tify the optimal subdivisions for a pre-assigned number
of domains, Q, varying between 2 and 20. Next we intro-
duce a quality score, whose maxima highlight the most
meaningful subdivisions, according to the observed eigen-
value gaps in the spectrum of the Laplacian matrix used
by the spectral clustering [88]. This clustering algorithm
has been successfully applied, in a previous work by some
of us [32], to the identification of groups of residues shar-
ing common dynamical traits. For the purpose of this
work, the similarities between the residues are derived
from the couplings strength: the output values of the
DCA methods have been shifted by the minimal value in
order to guarantee that the similarities were all positive,
and then squared in order to increase the separation be-
tween weak and strong similarities, as commonly done in
spectral clustering.

k-nearest neighbor graph and clustering coefficient

In the framework of spectral clustering, the pairwise
similarities Sij are used for building a graph representa-
tion which maps the initial similarities into local neigh-
borhood relationships between the graph vertices [60].
This is usually done by either defining a cutoff value for
the similarities or choosing a maximum number of edges
connecting each vertex to its nearest-neighbors. For ex-
ample, for structure-based domain decompositions, like
the one employed in section and in the analysis of adeny-
late kinase’s test case, the set of neighbors is naturally
defined on the basis of the contact map of the protein,
according to the strategy described in a previous work by
some of us [32]. Here, since the clustering relies solely on
sequence information, we do not use this structural infor-
mation and adopt instead a symmetric k-nearest neigh-
bor graph: for each residue only the k strongest couplings
are kept. In order to always work on a completely con-
nected graph, we also force the inclusion of edges between
consecutive residues on the sequence.

To choose k, we use an internal criterion based on
the clustering coefficient C [90], also known as “clique-
ness”. This quantity measures the average probability
that two neighbors of a vertex are also connected with
each other. More precisely, given a vertex vi with ni
neighbours, the local clustering coefficient is computed as
Ci = ti

ni(ni−1)/2 , where ti is the number of links between

the neighbors of vi. The global clustering coefficient C
is then defined as the average of the local coefficients of
vertices with more than one neighbor.

For comparison, it is informative to derive the cluster-
ing coefficient for random graphs, also known as Erdös-
Rényi graphs. In these models, the probability p of
edge formation is defined a priori, and it is indepen-
dent for each vertex, so that the clustering coefficient
is simply equal to p [91]. Given the number N of ver-
tices, the average number of neighbours (or average de-

gree) k̄ is easily computed as the total number of edges,
N(N − 1)/p, divided by N , i.e. k̄ = (N − 1)p. It then
follows that Crand = p = k̄/(N − 1). The difference of
the clustering coefficient with respect to the random case,
∆C = C − Crand, provides then a good measure for the
intrinsic clustering “propensity” of a graph. In the next
section, we explain how this criterion can be adopted to
guide the choice of the parameter k.

Clustering Propensity of Couplings

In order to characterize the intrinsic clustering propen-
sity of coevolutionary couplings and to investigate the
role of the parameter k, for each entry in the database of
813 MSAs used in the Results, we produced the graphs
Gk for a wide range of k (3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40,
55). We then evaluated the optimal k by calculating the
weighted clustering coefficient of each graph [62]. The
histograms in Fig. S2 shows the k that maximizes the
clustering coefficient ∆C = C − Crand for each MSA,
for the three DCA methods. In most of the cases the
optimal value is k = 7, for all the three coevolutionary
analysis methods. This is true also when ∆C is averaged
over the different MSAs and is analyzed as function of
k (Fig. S3a). We notice that also the values k = 5 and
k = 10 produce a relatively large value of the clustering
coefficient, which, however, decreases fastly when k is
greater than 10. Importantly, the distribution of the op-
timal k becomes increasingly more peaked around k = 7
(Fig. S2 in SI) with larger values of the clustering coeffi-
cient as the effective number of sequences increases (this
number, denoted as Neff

seq , is the number of sequences
whose maximum mutual identity is 90%), as clarified also
by their strong correlation in Fig. S4 for all DCA meth-
ods. The fact that k shows a definite value and that
this value potentially results from a physical constraint
(average number of structural neighbors) suggests that a
parameter-free algorithm (with a fixed value of k = 7) is
able to reliably detect the cluster structure of the most
generic MSA. Accordingly, in the Results section, we al-
ways set k = 7.

Structural compactness

The spatial compactness of the EDs on the protein
structure has been assessed by introducing a new quan-
tity, computed on the graph defined by the contact map
between Cα’s distant less than 10 Å. This quantity, that
we call structural compactness (Ω), relies on the calcu-
lation of graph distances between residues belonging to
the same domain. In case of a compact domain q of nq
residues, each residue can be connected with any other
one in the same domain by at least one path hopping
only between members of the same cluster. When a sin-
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gle residue i is completely disconnected from the relative
domain, the number of intra-cluster “broken paths” bq is
equal to nq−1 (counting symmetric paths once). We then
say that there are dq = bq/(nq−1) disconnected residues,
which in the latter case amount to 1. We note that this
definition distinguishes between a “fuzzy” domain, where
the disconnected residues are scattered and do not group
together, and a domain split in multiple sub-domains. In
particular, the case in which half of the cluster members
are scattered over the graph in isolated positions has a
worse count (bq = (nq/2)(nq − 1), dq = nq/2) than the
case where a cluster is split in two compact sub-clusters
(bq = (nq/2)2, dq ' nq/4). The compactness Ω of a
specific subdivision in Q is finally defined as

ΩQ = 1− 1

N

Q∑
q

dq (2)

where N is the total number of residues.

Adjusted Mutual Information

In clustering, when comparing two different partition-
ings of the same system, a possible way for quantify-
ing their degree of similarity is to compute their mu-
tual information (MI). In the context of information the-
ory, the MI measures the amount of information shared
by the two partitionings. Throughout our analysis, we
make use of the related concept of adjusted mutual in-
formation (AMI) [92]. This quantity is given by AMI =

MI−〈MI〉
max(MI)−〈MI〉 , where 〈MI〉 is the expected value of MI

over pairs of random partitions, for which an analyti-
cal expression has been derived [93]. The AMI has two
desirable properties: (i) it is normalized, i. e. two iden-
tical partitions return an AMI equal to 1, and (ii) it is
adjusted-for-chance, namely two random clusterings pro-
duce on average an AMI equal to 0. For normalization we
take max(MI) as the minimal Shannon entropy between
the two sets. This measure is conceptually similar to the
Adjusted Rand Index, but it is usually more reliable in
comparing subdivisions with different and high number
of clusters [92].

Robustness With Respect to the Dataset Size

One of the main limitations of coevolutionary meth-
ods is that their performances deteriorates sensibly with
decreasing the number of available sequences [42, 43], un-
dermining the accurate detection of statistical couplings
and, consequently, of contacts. Also in our case the num-
ber of sequences plays a role in determining the cluster-
ing propensity of the similarity graph G (see Fig. S4),
but such an effect appears to be more gentle on the def-
inition of EDs, as shown by the compactness analysis

(Fig. 2b, S5 and S6). Here we investigate systemati-
cally the dependence of the clustering accuracy with the
number of sequences by comparing the subdivisions of
an MSA with the ones produced by two reduced MSAs
(MSA’ and MSA”), containing, respectively, 10% and 1%
of the sequences present in the original dataset. We
repeated this calculation for four MSAs (PDB codes:
1NE2, 1XDZ, 2ONK, 3M0Z) characterized by the largest
number of sequences in the database (N = 65535), ob-
taining the following average effective numbers of se-
quences: Neff

seq ∼ 15000, Neff ′

seq ∼ 3000 and Neff ′′

seq ∼ 500.
To quantify the similarity between two different parti-
tionings, we use the AMI, described above. We sum-
marize the analysis on these 12 datasets in Fig. S8 and
S9, measuring, in particular, the AMI between the orig-
inal and the reduced MSAs at varying number of clus-
ters Q, together with the relative compactness and be-
havior of the quality score. Fig. S8 confirms how the
prediction precision (PPV, measured using the same cri-
teria as in [43], from the ratio of true contacts within the
first strongest couplings considered) highly deteriorates
for the reduced datasets, with the most dramatic effect
for the poorest ones. Conversely, the EDs in all the cases
show a remarkably high correlation at all levels of subdi-
vision Q and for all dataset sizes. To get an immediate
idea of the expected overlap for each AMI value, com-
pare how consistent the decompositions characterized by
an AMI value of 0.55 are in Fig. 3b; the best case sce-
nario (bottom row, with an AMI value of 0.75) shows
a visually indistinguishable degree of overlap. Also the
compactness stays very high in all the datasets. We also
note that the cases which show a lower AMI or com-
pactness, especially at small Qs, are associated with the
lowest values of the quality score. Moreover, peaks in
the quality score indicate the subdivisions with the best
overlap and compactness. Finally, the fact that the three
datasets (and full and the reduced ones) show very sim-
ilar profiles of the quality score, which highlight often
the same subdivisions as most meaningful, shows, once
again, how the three coupling matrices carry consistent
information even when the statistics is extremely poor.

Comparison and robustness for different inference
methods

Each of the analyses contained in Results, benchmark-
ing the performance of our coevolutionary clustering
method, has been conducted for all three inference te-
chiniques considered, and reported for plmDCA20 and
gplmDCA in Supporting Information (SI). In Fig. S12
we produced the equivalent plot as in Fig. 3c. Also these
two methods realize a high agreement between the de-
rived EDs and the dynamical domains both for AMImax
and 〈AMI〉Q, totally correlated with the number of se-
quences available for the inference. Figs. S13-S15 show
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that the performances of the three methods in terms of
overlap with the dynamical domains (DDs) appears even
more similar than compared with the clustering coeffi-
cient and compactness, outlining the stability and repro-
ducibility of EDs with respect to the initial definition of
the couplings. The strict consistency between the divi-
sions is also confirmed from their strong correlation in the
AMImax and 〈AMI〉Q values with the DDs (see Fig. S14)
and from the high reciprocal AMI values (Fig. S15) when
we compare directly the EDs obtained by the three meth-
ods, obviously correlating with Neff

seq . Based on the cor-
relation with the DDs we have also checked a posteriori,
in Fig. S16, that the choice of k = 7 in place of a different
kmax doesn’t affect much the results: in general the aver-
age AMI increases decisively when kmax was larger than
15, and slightly decreases when kmax was smaller than 7,
especially in association with case with low Neff

seq , when
fewer strong couplings reflects true contacts. As a fi-
nal comment on the comparison, in all the analyses the
gplmDCA approach appears to perform worse than the
other two, showing in particular many datasets at high
Neff
seq having lower clustering coefficient and lower AMI

values both with DDs and with the EDs from the other
methods. The differences instead between plmDCA and
plmDCA20 appears really modest, especially taking in
account the small advantage in compactness of the first
(Fig. S5), which intuitively would favor a better corre-
lation with the structurally-compact DDs. This is in a
sense expected: the two methods do not differ in the
inference technique (as for gplmDCA), but only in the
derivation of the final scoring for the coupling Jij , since
in plmDCA20 the contribution from gap variable is ig-
nored. Nevertheless, as we discussed earlier and showed
in Fig. S3, this small deviation can determine, in com-
parison, stronger couplings between adjacent residues for
plmDCA. This usually leads basically to the same subdi-
visions, but in few cases we noticed differences in the EDs
obtained from the two approaches: plmDCA-derived sub-
divisions seems to follow more the primary and secondary
structure of the protein, while the plmDCA20-derived
ones seems to outline better tertiary contacts between
these elements. We underline that both perspectives can
be equally important: the former can emphasize more
the presence of different protein domains or modules orig-
inated, for example, from the gene fusion of two distinct
proteins; on the other hand, the latter can inform more
about the conserved tertiary assembly of such domains,
possibly highlighting long-range contacts crucial for the
protein function.
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(a)

(b) Q = 2
(tetramer view)
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Figure 4. Evolutionary domains for Kv channels. a) Schematic representation of biological tetrameric assembly of 6TM-
channels, with each color representing a single monomeric subunit (top and lateral view). For the blue subunit, the voltage
sensor domain is highlighted in cyan. b) Representation of the most meaningful subdivisions (see also Fig. S11 for the quality
score) on the tetrameric assembly. For Q=2 the positive charged residue responsible for voltage sensing are reported as yellow
spheres.
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Kv BacNav TRP

Figure 5. Comparative analysis of the Evolutionary Domains for KV, BachNav and TRP channels, corresponding to subdivision
Q=4 (see quality score in Fig. S11). While Kv and BacNav show similar organization, coherent with their analogous functional
requirements, TRP is characterized by a different domain pattern, consistently with its ligand-gated properties and loss of
voltage-gated ones, specific of the other two channels.
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